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Abstract
One of the evolutions of information technology which is a very fascinating feature is the application of the auto
recovery. This feature enables an external system to automatically diagnose other systems, detects the error that
causes the failure, then recovers and reconfigures the system. The concept of software and web auto recovery is
widely used in much software such as windows operating system which restores and recovers tools. Since the
aim is to fast recover the application and keep it running and available as optimal as possible then it will be suitable
to apply this capability to the database applications to fast recover from any unexpected change that may happen.
This paper proposes an auto-recovery system that monitors, diagnoses, checks and heals database applications
automatically and immediately with unnoticeable recovery time. The aim is to recover and to redo the changes
that happened to the database by internal unauthorized user or external intrusion. To test the practical applicability
of the proposed methodology, an application has been developed to demonstrate the methodology and apply it for
real time database applications. The results of experiments performed on different scenarios demonstrated the
ability of the proposed framework to recover database applications.
Keywords: Database Applications, auto Recovery Applications, Self-Healing, Auto Restore, and Auto Backup
1. Introduction
Database and Software development engage a lot of researchers for the development of a complete system which
is typically secure, significantly used, reliable, configured, most effective, self controlled, facilely updatable,
healed and distinguished. The word self-healing is deeply connected the field of autonomic computing. Autonomic
computing refers to the self-managing characteristics of distributed computing resources, adapting to unpredictable
changes while hiding intrinsic complexity to operators and users.
Started by IBM in 2001, this initiative ultimately aims to develop computer systems capable of self-management,
to overcome the rapidly growing complexity of computing systems management, and to reduce the barrier that
complexity poses to further growth (Horn, 2001). The system makes decisions on its own, using high-level policies;
it will constantly check and optimize its status and automatically adapt itself to changing conditions. An autonomic
computing framework is composed of Autonomic Components (AC) interacting with each other. An AC can be
modeled in terms of two main control loops (local and global) with sensors (for self-monitoring), effectors (for
self-adjustment), knowledge and planner/adapter for exploiting policies based on self and environment awareness.
This architecture is sometimes referred to as Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute (MAPE).
1.1 Characteristics of Autonomic Systems
Self-configuration: Automatic configuration of components; Self-healing: Automatic discovery, and correction of
faults (Montani, and Cosimo, 2008).
Self-optimization: Automatic monitoring and control of resources to ensure the optimal functioning with respect
to the defined requirements.
Self-protection: Proactive identification and protection from arbitrary attacks.
Self-regulation: A system that operates to maintain some parameter, e.g., Quality of Service (QoS), within a reset
range without external control.
Self-learning: Systems use machine learning techniques such as unsupervised learning which does not require
external control.
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Self-awareness (also called Self-inspection and Self-decision): System must know itself. It must know the extent
of its own resources and the resources it links to. A system must be aware of its internal components and external
links in order to control and manage them.
Self-organization: System structure driven by physics-type models without explicit pressure or involvement from
outside the system.
Self-creation (also called Self-assembly, Self-replication): System driven by ecological and social type models
without explicit pressure or involvement from outside the system. A system’s members are self-motivated and selfdriven, generating complexity and order in a creative response to a continuously changing strategic demand.
Self-management (also called self-governance): A system that manages itself without external intervention. What
is being managed can vary dependent on the system and application.
Self-description (also called self-explanation or Self-representation): A system explains itself. It is capable of
being understood (by humans) without further explanation.IBM has set forth eight conditions that define an
autonomic system (Horn, 2001).The system must know itself in terms of what resources it has access to, what its
capabilities and limitations are and how and why it is connected to other systems. Be able to automatically
configure and reconfigure itself depending on the changing computing environment. Be able to optimize its
performance to ensure the most efficient computing process. Be able to work around encountered problems by
either repairing itself or routing functions away from the trouble. Detect, identify and protect it against various
types of attacks to maintain overall system security and integrity. The system must be able to adapt to its
environment as it changes, interacting with neighboring systems and establishing communication protocols. To
rely on open standards and cannot exist in a proprietary environment and anticipate the demand on its resources
while keeping transparent to users.Even though the purpose and thus the behavior of autonomic systems vary from
system to system, every autonomic system should be able to exhibit a minimum set of properties to achieve its
purpose:
Automatic: This essentially means being able to self-control its internal functions and operations. As such, an
autonomic system must be self-contained and able to start-up and operate without any manual intervention or
external help. Again, the knowledge required to bootstrap the system (Know-how) must be inherent to the system
(Tianfield, &Unland, 2004).Adaptive: An autonomic system must be able to change its operation (i.e., its
configuration, state and functions). This will allow the system to cope with temporal and spatial changes in its
operational context either long term (environment customization/optimization) or short term (exceptional
conditions such as malicious attacks, faults, etc.) (Hudaib, and Fakhouri, 2016).
Aware: An autonomic system must be able to monitor (sense) its operational context as well as its internal state in
order to be able to assess if its current operation serves its purpose. Awareness will control adaptation of its
operational behavior in response to context or state changes. The fast and recent web spread motivated large
numbers of companies to offer their services and business through the World Wide Web (WWW) and to use the
database 24/7 hours and seven days in the week, the dataset should be accessible all the time. This wide spread of
applications require more research to develop database applications that has the ability to be auto recovered. Auto
recovery includes the ability of the application to be recovered detecting any fault or unexpected unauthorized
change that happened to the web application files. Auto recovery of database applications require a 24/7 auto
monitoring of the applications and a fast mechanism of recovery that can keep the online functionality and service
offering to the customer available all the time. Many factors may affect adatabase application and cause it to stop.
These factors may be either internal or external. The internal factor includes viruses, worms that may affect the
server that hosts the database application or a used to the system who may alter the tables of the database in an
unauthorized way to get illegal access to the database application. The external factors include attackers that
attack the application and change the content or the structure of the database table or data for different reasons
including the use of different methods such as XSS,and SQL injection (Hudaib, and Fakhouri, 2016).
After running the database application on the hosting server many problems rise including illegal access to the
database, creating illegal username or passwords to an authorized people, adding new tables or modifying a table
by adding new columns that serve an attacker to the database without noticing by the administrator of the system.
The risk of having one of these factors is very high. For example, adding unauthorized user to the application
would allow the attacker for example to steal critical information such as credit card information which will cause
a major problem. Most of web application owner do not perform tests to check if the table structure or any change
had been modified to the database table or the users who access the database have been changed
In this research, we mainly focus on techniques for database applications auto recovery from different types of
illegal or unauthorized modifications and changes by automatically detecting failures, diagnose the problem, and
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heal the database application to behave and run as supposed to be before the problem happens. The proposed
approach insures that the database table structure and relations and the legal accessed users are the same without
any modifications or changes by any other external unauthorized effect and no columns has been added, omitted
or deleted from the server and that the database application does not contain any injected or added users to access
it illegally. Our research suggest the existence of an approach that analyze the content of the database structure
and relations, a mechanism for monitoring the database application, a mechanism for diagnosing and detecting of
any illegal change or modification and a healing mechanism that bring back the database to its original status.
The major research contribution is defining a mechanism for database application auto-recovery despite the cause
either caused by internal illegal user or an intrusion. The mechanism is automatic and relay on the diagnosis of
the database application structure. In summary this research defines a mechanism for healing of database
applications by external self healing approach and recover from failure. Design an approach that can monitor,
diagnose and detect failure automatically, efficiently. Develop an implementation of the framework for any
database and provide an experimental result that demonstrates the efficacy of the approach. This paper suggests a
solution for the above mentioned problems by proposing an approach that is able to auto recover database system
by monitoring, detecting and healing the structure of tables and relations in the database application.
The reset of this paper is organized as follows: section two present the related work, while section three presents
a full description of the proposed auto-recovery of database structure (ARDS) framework; section four contains
the experimental results and evaluation; and finally section five presents the conclusion.
2. Related Work
Many researchers worked to develop self-healing systems (Sidiroglouet al., 2009 Khan, 2011 , Frei, &Serugendo,
2015, Hudaib, and Fakhouri, 2016, Dashofy, et al., 2002, Philip Koopman, 2003, George et al., 2002, Dabrowski
et al., 2002, Keromytis “2009). George et al., 2002, Presented a cell-based programming model inspired from
biology and speculate on biologically inspired strategies for producing robust, scalable and self-healing software
systems. Goutam K. S., 2007, described various issues on designing a self-healing software application system
that relies on the on-the-fly error detection and repair of web application or service agent code and data, illustrated
critical points of the emergent research topic of Self–Healing Software System. Dashofy, et al., 2002, presented
tools and methods that implemented infrastructure elements in the context of an overall architecture-based vision
for building self-healing systems, and concluded with a gap analysis of current infrastructure vs. the overall vision,
and plans for fulfilling that vision. Philip Koopman, 2003, proposed a taxonomy for describing the problem space
for self-healing systems including fault models, system responses, system completeness, and design context.
Krueger et al. (2010) introduced a methodology for a self-healing web application and presented the prototype
TokDoc andevaluated its detection performance and runtime using real HTTP. Simmonds et al. (2010) described
a framework for runtime monitoring and recovery of web service conversations. Park et al. (2009) improved
development environments of self-healing software to facilitate self-managing capabilities such as self-healing
and proposed the use of deployment diagram for self-healing framework to determine problems arising in external
environments. Lemoset.al, (2013) presented a hybrid approach for self management that combines an endogenous
self-adaptation approach with an exogenous self-healing approach. Vasar et al. (2012) presented a framework that
helps in monitoring and testing scalability of web applications on the cloud. Zohrevandi et al. (2013) proposed
a novel and simple approach for securing access to sensitive content on the web concerned with the protection of
the content associated with sensitive websites. Tran et al. (2014) presented a new technique, Nyx, to make web
applications more energy for OLED based mobile devices. The basic idea of Nyx is to replace the large, light
colored background areas of web applications with dark colors (preferably, black) to reduce the energy consumed
by OLED screens. Brumley et al. (2007) presented a self-healing architecture for software systems where programs
self-monitor and detect exploits, self-diagnose the root cause of the vulnerability, self-harden against future attacks,
and self-recover from attacks. Fayyadet.al, (2014)presented a self-healing architecture for software system based
on one of the biological processes that have the ability to heal by itself- the wound-healing process, which is
divided into two layers, functional layer and healing layer. Sidiroglou et a, (2002) provided a critique of the current
state of the art and offers the position that self healing as a concept should be relegated to the status of autonomic
computing: a goal worth aiming for as a way to push the boundary of the possible rather than an achievable end in
itself. Harald et.al focused on the self healing branch of the research and gives an overview of the current existing
approaches. Dabrowski et al. (2002) used architectural models to characterize how architecture, topology,
consistency-maintenance mechanism, and failure-recovery strategy each contribute to self-healing during
communication failure. Elkorobarrutia et al. (2008) described an approach of inserting a self-healing mechanism
in components that are specified according to a state chart and whose implementations also offer the possibility to
act on them in terms of state; i.e. forcing the component to some state and rolling back one transition. Anand et
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al. (2010) proposed self-healing systems that prove increasingly important in countering system software based
attacks, which recover and secure to the data from interrupted services. Self-healing systems offer an active form
of decision support, without human intervention that can detect the fault and recover from the fault. Angelos (2007),
Attempted to characterize self-healing software systems by surveying some of the existing work in the field.
focusing on systems that effect structural changes to the software under protection, as opposed to block level
system reconfiguration. Locastoet. al (2007), introduced and explored the concept of Application Communities:
collections of large numbers of independent instances of the same application, and demonstrated the feasibility of
the scheme using Selective Transactional emulation (STEM) as both the monitoring and remediation mechanism
for low-level software faults, and provided some preliminary experimental results using the Apache web server as
the protected application.
3. Proposed Framework: Auto-Recovery of Database Structure (ARDS)
To explain the proposed approach we start by explaining the purpose of ARDS development, then present ARDS
main components, and show the auto recovery mechanism of ARDS. ADRS main purpose to solve the leak that
may happen if the internal user is the attacker and he modified the database either a columns or table without
noticing of the administrator of the database and this may cause leak of information that can be accessed illegally
and unauthorized. ARDS came to solve this problem and the leak in the security system that other software systems
don’t solve for example the virus and worm attack can be solved by installing antivirus, the external attack can
be solved by installing a firewall but the internal user who can access the database legally can’t be discovered by
their two software because the user in this case can access the database legally from a username and password that
he use but the change that he may do to the database is illegal as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Auto-recovery of database Structure (ARDS)
ARDS is developed for online web database and after publishing the database on the hosted server, its model
suggests the integration, developing and building an auto recovery software (ARDS) for the targeted hosted
database. ARDS is able to read the database structure and use it as an input for the requirement analysis later to be
used for the auto recovery of the database. Analyzing the database structure and relations provide a wide strong
knowledge base for the auto recovery of the system that leads it through the diagnosis and contain all the required
information about. Developing ARDS aims to perform a healing process for the targeted database. Building ARDS
mainly rely on the nature and structure of the published database tables and relations in its final structure. ARDS
framework has two phases pre-healing and healing phase (auto recovery) and each phase consist of many steps.
3.1 The Pre-Healing Phase
In this phase, the proposed Framework will know the structure of the database and its data types as explained in
figure 2. Furthermore, analysis and planning in the software building phase guide the process phase through correct
diagnosis and recovery. The proposed framework proposes developing a controller software of the database that
will be distributed upon request by the user in many cases such as database unexpected changes, a suspected
behavior, and change in the performance or the excepted results of the database. It will have the capability to
diagnose, and heal the database.
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The pre-healing procedure for proposed framework ;
1. If there is no information about the database in ARDS or If information is not up-to-date
2. Read Database
3. Count tables number
4. Get tables names
5. Count column number for each table
6. Get column names for each table
7. Get columns data type
8. Store information in ARDS database
9. Store backup copy of the database
10. Update database store website information from step 3
11. Create a backup copy and store it compressed in different folder
12. End if
Figure 2. The pre-healing procedure for proposed framework
The ARDS main components are shown in Figure 3 which illustrates that the ARDS knowledge will be based
on the design and implementation processes.

Figure 3. The ARDS main components
A full detail for the description of the main components of each phase and the procedure in each phase is illustrated
in sections 3.2 to 3.3.
3.2 The Healing Phase
running the proposed framework: when the user detects a change in the software as mentioned in previously he
run ARDS on the same system that face the problem, ARDS has a build in database and knowledge base that has
information about the software, its structure and component
Read and analyze: The development process of ARDS includes the following: -Building database: This step is
done by storing all of the information about the original database tables structure, relations and user (i.e. name of
tables, types, name of columns, data types, date created) in the ARDS database records that will be used in the
diagnosis of the software
•

Monitoring: which keeps a 24/7 monitoring status for any change that may happen to the hosted database?
It keeps track of all the tables, columns type and number for any change that may cause any changes that
will be detected and monitored such as deletion of table or column, adding a column and modification of
the columns or attribute type.

•

Comparing: As soon as the proposed framework runs it will start the checking process, gather information
about the installed software and compare it with the knowledge base that it has. This process provides the
diagnosis process with the results of comparing the monitored component with record stored on the
original database in ARDS. The database contains a full detail of all components of the web application
that are required for the diagnosis.

•

Diagnosis: decide wither the system need to be healed or it is in good health. In this step a solution to the
system will be required and suggested if the system is infected or at defect state.

•

Healing: it is the process of reusing the original database backup copy of the system and replacing or
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compensating the affected component in order for the system to be in good health. In this step the solution
to the problem is applied; when a fault is detected during the diagnosis phase, the latest application saved
copy will be restored to the web application directory. The restoration is triggered by detecting a change.
This process is in the order of seconds. The changes along with the healing event will be stored in the
database for further analysis and the process is automated.
•

Storing changes in database: the unexpected activities and the healing activities will be stored in ARDS
database and reported to the administrator. Storing this information will give the administrator a clear
summary about the history of the database for future precaution. Keeping this information will give
indicator about the reason that caused the fault and the accessed user and this will help us avoid such
situations and to enhance or develop mechanisms the server so that it can face such cases. For example if
the reason of change was illegal access to the server then certain policy could be taken into consideration
or if the change to the component has been done by a virus then the server itself should be treated by
clearing the virus.

•

Alert and notification: This step is important step so that the administrator immediately knows about the
leak that happens to the database and can take fast action to capture the attacker and prevent him from
further damage to the database.

•

Update: Analyzing the causes of software help to define solutions to avoid such cases to happen and to
be update the software released component for further versions. The proposed framework will have the
capability to update the component of the software in situations of environmental changes; Since overtime
the system original environment (e.g., CPU, operating system, business rules, external product
characteristics) for which the software was developed is likely to change.

ARDS consist of automatic exterior healing framework that monitor the database structure and try to keep it in
good health 24/7 working time. Our main concern is the finally published and created database on the hosting
server. ARDS check the database structure such as the table’s structure, tables name, number and data type and
relations between tables. The framework will monitor, diagnose, and recover the database immediately at the
time of the external or internal effect that could cause the database to change unexpectedly. The proposed system
is to guarantee the full time running of the database application without any illegal or unauthorized changes either
caused by internal user, intruder or attacker.
The proposed framework exhibit update features results in modification to the software to accommodate changes
to its external environment. it can provide additional functionality for the software that includes Enhancement. As
software is used, the customer/user will recognize additional functions that will provide benefit. The user can
request the enhancement after that it will have a set of knowledge and procedure to apply the enhancement for the
database by replacing or adding the required changes. This will be useful when the database is large in size and
the enhancement require changing and updating only few tables or procedures in the database; rather than
reconstructing the whole database again or redistributing it. The proposed framework can do the enhancement
process and then check that the database is in good health according to the rules and knowledgebase stored in
ARDS that has all required information about the database that is used for.
Analyzing the reasons determining the solution and distributing it through the proposed framework make it
exhibit the Prevention feature of software reengineering process. For example if the reason that cause the database
fault is illegal access and deleting of a table or column then analyzing the reasons and discovering the cause will
make the software administrator take several procedure to prevent further cause This feature make ARDS more
easily corrected, adapted, and enhanced.
ARDS framework provides architectural support external healing for the software in an automated manner and
mainly when the attacker to the database is an internal user of the system. The framework corrects the attack by
returning the database to its original state.
ARDS framework dynamically modifies the database to correct the failure, the changes that has happen will be
stored to be analyzed in the future by the admin and if this error happened often then the recorded information
will guide the admin for the reason by analyzing the stored information. If the reason is from the database itself
then it will be recorded as new detected defect in the database.
ARDS framework transfer the software from the fail to run or infected and suspected state to original steady state
as illustrated in figure 4.
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Figure 4. State diagram of software healing using ARDS
3.3 Running Mechanism of ARDS
The running mechanism are shown in figure 5 that explain how ARDS run by the user and how to function to
trigger the run of the internal processes.
Prior to the user request and running, ARDS starts to discover candidate failure reasons. After the check and
information gathering completes, it starts the comparing phase. It check the application with black box testing
technique for the software components that facilitate the detection and reporting of application unexpected changes.
In addition, it stores changes of the database so that it can analyzed in the future to avoid such cases to happen.

Figure 5. Running mechanism of ARDS
When a failure or fault is detected after in the diagnosis phase, ARDS then initiate a healing mechanism which
aim in the final stage to have a healthy software that is fully running and this is done by choosing the suitable
backup to replace the infected or missed component. After the diagnosis phase the healing phase of the proposed
framework is applied as a very fast repairing mechanism that can be done in unnoticeable time, shows that this is
in the order of seconds, and the cost is amortized as it is incurred once per new fault. Once a candidate fault or
failure reason is detected and recognized and the backup is selected and imported, ARDS confirms that it is ready
for deployment by verifying that it satisfies three criteria: survivability, correctness and suitability. The healing
process provides survivability. Deployment of the deleted tables or replacing it provide survivability feature from
fault. A Deployment of the backup copy is efficient if the performance implications of the database return to its
original status. Correctness is verified if the application runs correctly. As soon as a backup is verified, ARDS
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dynamically install it to the software while the application is on the client system. The installation instantiates the
component inside the application to correct the application against the particular fault. The modified application
will return back its original state before the fault occurs. The report that is sent to the knowledge database is used
to produce better component that enhance the application against faults that may occur at a specific program
location in the future. The resulting mechanism is input-agnostic, and thus immune to risks related to fault/input
polymorphism. The Main processes details are shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. Main processes details
ARDS dynamically modifies the website to correct the failure. The change that has happen will be stored to be
analyzed in the future by the admin and if this error happened often then the recorded information will guide the
admin for the reason by analyzing the stored information or the affected component.
Analyzing the changes, the result of checking, diagnosis and monitoring give us indicator about the reasons that
cause the system to fail. It also gives a brief overview about the main causes and its indicators. By defining
the reason the system administrator can find a suitable solution for the reason that caused the problem.
4. Experimental Results and Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the ability of ARDS to recover from different scenarios that may affect the database
and change its normal behavior. More specifically, and through experimental study to evaluate the proposed
framework we need to evaluate the effectiveness and the ability of the proposed framework.Wehave rum different
scenarios that may face the database and a full description of these scenarios and the procedure that ARDS take to
face each problem is described from case 1 to case 7.We also calculated the Recall, precision and Accuracy to
measure the performance of the proposed framework.
Case I: Normal: No Change has been done to the database
We initialized the implemented self healing framework and selected the web application directory to be monitored,
analyzed the testing website directory and built the database.
ARDS compare the software component with the information that it has on the database. In case of healthy
software no action will be taken, the set of procedures performed by the ARDS are shown in figure 7.
1.
2.
3.

1: Decrement the number of tables for the targeted database
If (number of the examined tables = number of tables stored in ARDS database)
1: Decrement the number of columns for the targeted database
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4.
5.
6.
7.

If (number of the examined columns = number of columns stored in ARDS database)
Loop
Read and analyze columns name and data type
if (columns name = columns names stored in ARDS
database&columns data type = columns data type stored in ARDS
database)
8.
generate healthy software report
9.
end if
10.
End loop
11. end if
12. end if
Figure 7. ARDS Response Algorithm for Normal Case Scenario
Case 2: adding a table to the database: We run ARDS after that we add a table to the tested database
ARDS healed the deleted component, a set of procedures performed by the ARDS are shown in figure 8.
1.
2.

1: Decrement the number of tables for the experimented database
If (number of the examined tables > number of tables stored in the ARDS
database)
3. Initialize notification component
4. Send notification to the administrator
5. Initialize response component
6. Determine the added table name
7. Store information about the added table in ARDS
8. Drop added table
9. Generate a status report about the action that has been taken by ARDS
10. Send report on to the administrator
11. End if
Figure 8. ARDS Response Algorithm for adding a table to the database Case Scenario
Case 3: deleting a table to the database: We run ARDS after that we Deleted a table to the tested database
ARDS healed the deleted component, a set of procedures performed by the ARDS are shown in figure 9.
1. 1: Decrement the number of tables for the experimented database
2. If (number of the examined tables < number of tables stored in the ARDS database)
3. Initialize notification component
4. Send notification to the administrator
5. Initialize response component
6. Determine the deleted table name
7. Store information about the deleted table in ARDS
8. Create missing table
9. Import the data of the deleted table from ARDS
10. Generate a status report about the action that has been taken by ARDS
11. Send report on to the administrator
12. end if
Figure 9. ARDS Response Algorithm for adding a table to the database Case Scenario
Case 4: Modifying a table name: To test this case the experimented database has been modified manually.
ARDS responded to this case by deleting the modified table and restoring the original table from the database, the
set of procedures performed by the ARDS are shown in figure 10.
1.
2.
3.

If (number of the examined tables = number of tables stored in the database of the system)
Loop
Read and analyze tables info (name and date of modification )
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about table in

8.
9.
10.
End loop
11. end if
Figure 10. ARDS Response Algorithm for Modifying a table name

Case 5: adding a Column to the database: We run ARDS after that we add a Column to the tested database ARDS
recovered the deleted component effectively, a set of procedures performed by the ARDS are shown in figure 11.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Decrement the number of tables for the experimented database
If (number of the examined tables = number of tables stored in the ARDS database)
loop
If (number of the examined columns in each table > number of tables columns stored in the
ARDS database)
5. Initialize notification component
6. Send notification to the administrator
7. Initialize response component
8. Determine the added columns name
9. Store information about the added columns in ARDS
10. delete added columns
11. Generate a status report about the action that has been taken by ARDS
12. Send report on to the administrator
13. End loop
14. end if
Figure 11. ARDS Response Algorithm for adding a column to the database Case Scenario
Case 6: deleting a column froma table in the database: We run ARDS after that we deleted a column from a table
to the tested database.
ARDS recovered the deleted column, a set of procedures performed by the ARDS are shown in figure 12.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Decrement the number of tables for the experimented database
If (number of the examined tables = number of tables stored in the ARDS database)
loop
If (number of the examined columns< number of columns stored in the ARDS database)
Initialize notification component
Send notification to the administrator
Initialize response component
Determine the deleted column name
Store information about the deleted table in ARDS
dropthe table that has the deleted columns
create the dropped table
Import the data of the deleted table from ARDS
Generate a status report about the action that has been taken by ARDS
Send report on to the administrator
End loop
end if
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17. end if
Figure 12. ARDS Response Algorithm for deleting a column from a table in the database Case Scenario
4.1.4 Case 7: Modifying a column name or data types: To test this case the experimented database has been
modified manually. ARDS responded to this case by deleting the modified a column name effectively by restoring
the original table from the database, the set of procedures performed by the ARDS is shown in figure 13.
15. Decrement the number of tables for the experimented database
16. If (number of the examined tables = number of tables stored in the ARDS database)
12. If (number of the examined tables columns = number of tables columns stored in ARDS database)
13.
Loop
14.
Read and analyze tables info (columns name and data types)
15.
if (column name <> original column name or column data type <> original column
data type)
15.
Initialize notification component
16.
Send notification to the administrator
16.
initialize response component
17.
detect the modified component
18.
Store information (new name, date of last modification) aboutthe tablethat has the
modificationin ARDS
19.
Drop the table
20.
Create new table
21.
Import data of the table from ARDS
22.
Send report to the administrator
23.
End if
24.
End loop
25. end if
Figure 13. ARDS Response Algorithm for Modifying a column name or data types Case Scenario
We verified that the proposed auto recovery time which showed faster results than the software developed without
including the auto recovery and healing process, thus it is more useful in different situations especially in urgent
ones or when there is no support team at the site of the client.
The response time including (Contact Time, On-site Response Time (ORT), Fix Time (FXT), and Turnaround
Time (TAT). Have been calculated for software without auto recovery properties and the software developed
using our proposed framework the results are shown in figure below. The response time for software without auto
recovery properties was gathered by contacting and gathering information from 300 software developer. And the
response time for the proposed framework was calculated by experiment on different cases illustrated above.

Figure 14. Time comparison between software developed using the proposed auto recovery framework and
software developed without auto recovery
Where the blue line represents the average time for software developed without auto recovery, and red color
represent software developed using the proposed framework. As we have noticed that the software that don’t have
auto recovery response time is much higher than the proposed framework.
We calculated the percent delinquent fixes by equ.1 , the proposed framework perform auto recovery and according
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to this fact and to the experimental results the percent delinquent fixes was zero for all of the tested cases which is
the optimal value to get. Because none of the tested cases showed an exceed in response time.
The percent delinquent fixes = (number of fixes that exceeded the response time criteria by severity level / number
of fixes delivered in a specified tim.
To measure the performance of the proposed framework for all test cases we calculated the Recall, precision and
Accuracy:
Recall is the true positivity rate, also referred to as sensitivity. Recall has been calculated as shown in Eq. 1:
……………………..………… Eq. 1
The precision, calculated as the positive prediction value, as shown in Eq.2:
…………………………………… Eq.2
Accuracy is the rate with which items have been correctly classified and/or retrieved. Accuracy ahs been calculated
as shown in Eq. 3:

……………….…………. Eq.3

The precision and recall values has been calculated for the tested cases where the Precision value is 0.884 and the
Recall is 0.732 and the Accuracy 0.852.
5. Conclusion
Automated software recovery techniques, approaches and methodologies have improved software performance,
maintenance and running time effectively. With the increase in complexity of systems the need for such systems
is a must. The automation of software recovery and reducing the human interaction has major improvement of the
software development, it plays a key role in reducing the time needed to fix the software issues and reduce the cost
for maintenance.
This paper presented automateda framework (ARDS) for illegal or unauthorized modification of the hosted
database or any part of its tables or columns. ARDS has the required information about the database that is needed
to diagnose and recover the software from failure. Moreover, it is able to use the information to auto recover the
database from different faults or attacks that the database may face. A set of cases have been developed to test
ARDS. The results of the experiments with different cases illustrated the ability and efficiency of ARDS to
diagnose and recover the database even if a single column name or data type has been changed.
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